
Consistent fresh products build customer loyalty and trust. Refrigeration malfunctions lead to significant and expensive 
inventory loss and high profile food safety events. Manual operations monitoring is a time-consuming process that is 
frequently vulnerable to human error. With employee and retention costs across the country rising, this becomes even more 
costly for operators.

Challenge

“OpSense is very easy to use and works flawlessly. It’s almost impossible to miss a 
problem. The system has paid for itself ten times over. “

- Tim Pifer, Owner Piggly Wiggly

Around-the-clock automated monitoring provides your grocery store with visibility that helps 
prevent inventory loss, improve refrigeration efficiency, and meet or exceed food safety 
guidelines. If there is an issue, you and your team can receive alert notifications via custom 
emails, text messages or phone calls before it affects the bottom line. OpSense is designed to 
deliver quick ROI by providing actionable insights that support immediate resolution of issues. 

						

With OpSense, you have the flexibility to customize your operational monitoring to meet the 
specific needs of each location. By using wireless sensors, OpSense can monitor temperatures 
in any area within a store including display cases, bunkers, walk-ins and other refrigerated 
areas, and the data is yours forever.

“We had an alert a couple days ago on the frozen vegetables. Turns 
out the compressor was down. Fortunately, we were able to get it 

repaired and not lose any product. OpSense has paid for itself, 
several times over.” 

- 30 Store Gulf State NGA Member 

Is your perishable inventory 

okay or not okay?
If you had OpSense, you would know.



Energy efficiency


Reduce markdowns & waste


Labor savings


Gain customer confidence 
in freshness

Data ownership for 
compliance


Automate manual 
processes


Around the clock visibility

Contact us for more information or to schedule a demo

The Technology

The Solution
A multi-tenant Software as a Service (SaaS) Platform for 
tracking and reporting of critical operations across each 
facility


Role-based and tiered access: Control access by 
department, management level, and more


Benchmark processes and workflows to trigger events 
and invoke a variety of actions in real time


Quickly see if your stores are "Okay" or "Not okay”


“Always on” battery backup collects data even when 
power goes out


Optional installation and placement of sensors and other 
hardware at all serviced locations in the store

The Benefits

Perishable Inventory Temperature Monitoring

https://www.opsense.com/schedule-demo/

